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Post-Project Evaluation 
for 

AquaTown: a future hydrohistory 

Change of State Performance Project 
1721-1/2 63rd St. 

Berkeley, CA 94703 
510-684-9950 

August 13,2010 

Dear Anna Hochhalter, 

Enclosed please find the Final Report for the grant awarded by the 
Urbana Public Arts Program to Change of State Performance Project to 
make AquaTown: afuture hydrohistory, which was completed June 14, 
2010. 

I hereby certify that I am authorized to approve this Report, which 
serves as a Request for Reimbursement, that I have reviewed the 
attached invoices in the amount of $5,000.00; that all costs claimed have 
been incurred for the Project in accordance with the Agreement between 
Change of State Performance Project (Andrea del Moral) and the CITY OF 
URBANA; that all submitted invoices have been paid; and no costs 
included herein have been previously submitted. 

The opportunity to participate in the growing arts culture in Urbana was 
incredible for us; thank you to the council, the arts commission, and to 
you for bringing this program to life, and for valuing oW' efforts and 
accomplishments. 

Warm regards, /l(J 

~MA' 
Andrea del Moral 
Artistic Director, Change of State Performance Project 



Post-Project Evaluation 
for 

AquaTown: afuture hydrohistory 

1. Accomplishments 
Funds from the Urbana Public Arts Program were instrumental in producing this 
new work of music/theatre. Grant funds paid stipends to the director, all three 
theatre artists, and part of a musician stipend. The funds also provided for lodging 
for two out-of-town participants and space rental for rehearsals and performance. 

The production of AquaTown included community research, rehearsals in the 
1a ndscape, and the making and performance of a new work 0 f theatre. We 
participated in conversation about local water resources, microtonal music, and 
collaborative process on three radio programs ("Live & Local," WILL, 6/8/2010; 
"The Prairie Monk"; and "Sunday Open Forum"; both on WEFT, 6/6/2010), hosted 
an event with Prairie Rivers Network at the Urbana Free Library, proVided skill
building and deep creative process for participating artists, and presented four 
performances at the Independent Media Center. 

Community research included many activities. We started in character to explore 
the people and events of the Boneyard Arts Festival in downtown Urbana. This 
began the connection between studio-based rehearsal and the site of our final 
performance. It was an important point of departure, literally, especially for ou r U of 
I actor, who was very campus oriented, and myself, who hadn't been in Urbana in a 
year. We had several formal conversations on the topic of local water. Our "Activist 
Mapping" workshop at the University YMCA during the Boneyard Arts Festival 
engaged participants in conversation about bridging long-term vision and daily 
actions. We led a theatrical hydrology workshop for 6 th graders at Campus Middle 
School for Girls, and conducted interviews with 3 elders at the Prairie Winds 
community. We interviewed hydrologists George Roadcap and Scott Meyer at the 
State Water Survey. We visited Tiny Greens Farm to observe sustainable water 
technology in a business setting, Allerton Park, Crystal Lake Park, and the 
Dickson Mounds Museum (Lewistown, IL). We also travelled to Moline, Illinois to 
learn how Quad Cities communities restore and steward their watersheds. We met 
with staff and members of River Action and visited Sylvan Island (one of their 
restoration sites in the MS River) to create a movement poem accompanied by 
micro-udderbot music, which we performed for their annual friendraiser and 
community awards on April 24th, 2010. 

2. Impact on Artists and Oreanization 
AquaTown marks an enormous transition for Change of State Performance Project 
(CSPP). We were able to produce a project involVing more artists than ever before, 
and we were able to spend more time creating and researching our art than in the 
past. In our post-mortem discussion, actors reported the impact of this project on 
th em. ane noted her new level 0 f understandi ng an d comfort wi th th e ou tdoors and 
ecological consciousness. Others stated their new capacity to go deep into creative, 



sensory processes, and trust in the director's competence in guiding and supporting 
their work. Musicians reported their enthusiasm for such a curious coJlaboration of 
innovative music, site-specific sounds and stories. and structured mutuality 
between actors and musicians. 

Musical director Jacob Barton reports, "Working on this project was my first 
experience as a musical director of an ensemble in a theatrical production. J had the 
opportunity to facilitate a collaborative composition process, which is significant to 
me as I continue to expand my composing work into social domains. In working 
closely with Change of State on such a high-caliber production, OddMusic's 
organizational capaCity, especially with regard to publicity, has been expanded." 

The project impacted me as theatre director significantly. Directors mostly learn by 
doing, and directing AquaTown has taught me about what's possible in a few 
months, and how such a project could benefit from various extended lengths of time. 
Working with a young cast, I increased my competence in holding multiple skills, 
and improved my ability to teach missing skills, highlight existing skill, and 
emotionally support the actors as they bumped against their limits. 

As co-producers, AquaTown provided us (del Moral and elizaBeth Simpson) the 
opportunity to build our internal systems of communication, task sharing, and 
delegation. We are well poised to develop new projects together as a result, 
knowing each other's styles, strengths, and weaknesses much deeper than before. 
Del Moral gained experience talking to people across the community, including 
business owners, teachers, community center staff, IMC staff, media, etc, We also 
honed our skills in project management, learning to bring people into the project on 
the production side and set actiVity in motion for publicity and production in a 
timely way. This project provided that opportunity differently from past CSPP 
projects, which have involved touring and therefore less relationship to the home 
community. 

The longterm impact of this grant on CSPP is that we are well positioned to obtain 
funding for future projects. As we seek funding, we have a well-documented, well
executed project to show, all of which is possible because we were adequately 
resourced for AquaTown. In addition to the Public Arts Program funds, AquaTown 
was funded by over SO individuals across the country. The support of the Urbana 
grant lends confidence and legitimacy to our work, and inspires further support not 
just from other grantors but from our grassroots base. 

3. Participants 
AquaTown involved 14 artists in the creative process. These were: director (Andrea 
del Mora!), three actors (Astarte Howel!, Andrew Heathwaite, and Ash DeVine), 
musical director (Jacob Barton). four musicians (Barton, Andy Burton, Jason 
Finkelman, and Denny Genovese), illustrator (Annie Danger), graphic designer 
(Chris Hampson), set designer (Carly NiX), costume designer (Ash Devine), lighting 
designer (Matthew Eberle), overhead projection operator Ueanine Meyer), and 



lobby installation artist (elizaBeth Simpson). There were 10 people in attendance at 
our YMCA workshop and 10 at our theatrical hydrology class. We interviewed three 
seniors and two hydrologists. We promoted eleven local businesses in our program 
and on our website. S4 people participated as volunteers, in roles including stage 
management, house management, props and set construction, costume assistance, 
errands, program layout, publicity, dramaturgical research, artistic consultation, 
video documentation and editing, and providing space to work and sleep. 

There were 157 people in attendance during the run. We had anticipated a larger 
audience, and in reflection have identified two factors contributing to lower 
attendance. One, we presented at a time of year (early summer) when many Urbana
Champaign residence are away. We anticipated this in students of course, but also a 
significant number of faculty and non-university related families were reportedly on 
vacation. We will likely plan future productions for the fall, when people are back in 
the school rhythm and not yet overly busy or exhausted. The second factor is that 
this is the first major production Change of State presented in Urbana. Our past 
shows have been largely word of mouth. We thoroughly publicized AquaTown, and 
its audience was over three times larger than our past ones, though still smaller 
than anticipated. 

Our publicity campaign included: 2500 postcards, which were distributed at events, 
cafes, the farmers' market, and businesses and mailed to the Urbana City Council, 
Arts Commission, and Sustainability Commission, and PRN's local list; 200 posters 
hung around town; previews in the News-Gazette and on smiJepolitely.com 
(included with this report); three radio shows (see section one); email 
announcements, our website, and Facebook. However, it takes repeated exposure 
for strangers to come to a show, and our future projections of audience will better 
reflect our more accurate understanding of our audience in Urbana-Champaign, 
given that a following builds gradually. 

4. Collaboratine Partners 
Our partnership with Prairie Rivers Network was smooth and rewarding. Cecily 
Smith presented with del Moral at the Urbana Free Library and answered local 
watershed questions early in the rehearsal process. She also facilitated a mailing to 
PRN's local members. Smith tabled with PRN information at the final performances. 

Our partnership with OddMusic Ensemble was very fruitful. We used microtonal 
instruments from the Instrumentarium, which was indispensable to the final artistic 
product. The project catalyzed musical director Jacob Barton to expand microtonal 
musical activity in town with musicians fason Finkelman and Andy Burton. He was 
also able to bring longtime microtonal musician Denny Genovese from Florida. 
Genovese's presence and skill enriched the show, and he spent time in side projects 
with musicians during and after AquaTown, cross-pollinating knowledge and 
interests. The collaboration between unconventional music and unconventional 
theatre created compelling topics for discussion on radio shows, and therefore 



wider exposure to the listening area of WILL and WEFT of contemporary artistic 
practices and explorations. 

The lndependent Media Center was a fascinating collaborating partner. In 
choosing to do theatre in a multi-use space, we had many additional tasks, such as 
creating lighting, seating, and staging; and drawing theatre audience to a new space. 
The extra effort was worthwhile, because it allowed us to build multiple 
relationships with staff at the IMC, and to cross paths with music students, 
community groups, the radio station, and even post office customers. In accordance 
with OUf mission, this located our work in the everyday community of Urbana more 
than work in any theatre could. We convened for tech meetings here, the musicians 
rehearsed and met in the OddMusic space, and we knew about and attended other 
performances. The Shows Group was extraordinarily supportive of AquaTown, 
featuring it in the lobby during June, promoting it in the IMe weekly emails, 
connecting us with reviewers, and providing assistance in space setup. We arranged 
for them to sell concessions all four nights, which generated income for the working 
group. 

We partnered with River Action, as described above. This prOVided an excellent 
foundation in the wider region at the start of our process, and we remained in 
contact with one member, Diane Cere, throughout the spring, who provided visuals 
of Iowa watershed management that we integrated into the set design. 

5. Adjustments to Budget 
We were able to secure donated space from Parkland Co1Jege and University YMCA 
for some rehearsals, and consequently our expenses were less in this area than 
estimated. OUf costs were slightly greater than projected in the areas of printing and 
housing. The company we received print quotes from went out of business, and we 
were very happy with our relationship with locally owned Minuteman Press (a 
franchise). Housing costs were $25 higher than forecasted. 

For the difference between projected and actual expenses in the areas requested 
from the city (space rental) I am submitting a request for funds toward performer 
stipends. Projected stipend request was for $2,380; actual request is for $2739.50. 

S. Additional Comments 

Artists from out of the area further contributed to the arts community of Urbana
Champaign through separate artistic activity. Ash Devine performed music in two 
cafes and on "Live & Local"; performed music two Saturdays at the Market at the 
Square; and performed "musical clown therapy" at two senior homes. Andrea del 
Moral participated in Art & Sol (May 27, 2010) dancing in downtown Champaign. 
Denny Genovese performed improvisations with psaltery and fipple pipe in the La 
Casa Carden Concert June 27,2010, was a guest on "OddMusic Radio Shower" 
(WRFU 6/15/2010), and participated in recordings ofmusic from the AquaTown 
score. 











Water on the brain 
by Kelly Innes 

for Smilepolitely 
Posted Thursday, June 10,2010 at 8:00 am
 

at http://www.smilepolitely.comjartsjaquatown/
 

As if you didn't have enough to worry about already, here's one more thing: peak water. Start with 
the premise that aquifers aren't constantly fully replenished, regardless of what the water cycle's 
doing, in part because demand for water steadily exceeds an aquifer's rate of replenishment The 
aquifer gives more and more water until it reaches its peak, then gives less and Jess until nothing's 
left. You could graph it as a Hubbert curve. 

Even better: the remaining water's harder to extract, so it costs more even as you suffer a water 
shortage. Su re, you might get thirsty, but you also might get to see the state governor literally pray 
publicly for rain instead of encouraging conservation. 

Aquacown: A Future Hydrohlstory - a "woven collage of music, theater, and dance" being performed 
June 10th through June 13th at the Urbana-Champaign Independent Media Center - begins with the 
premise that the Mahomet Aquifer (which gives C-U its water) hits its peak and declines somewhere 
around 2020. Meanwhile, climate change disrupts central Illinois's rainfall cycles, producmg 
alternate severe wet and dry monsoons. .tlnd the oil runs out, so you can't fly around anymore and 
are sruck where you are - unless you work for UNESCO! 

Lit-critic Raymond Wi Iliams once speculated that nature contains an enonnous amount of unnoticed 
human history; Aquatowrl stages a futu re history of everyday life adapting itself to forces of natu reo 

Aquatown imagines how human adaptation to a changed climate might look from the years 2020 to 
2070. Written and performed by the Change of State Performance Project and director Andrea del 
Moral, Aquatown features sparse set design and just three actors. These actors stage scenes of future 
daily life as it adapts to a world in which conservation gets enforced by scarcity. In the schoolroom, 
the dinner table, the park, the com munity center, the news bureau, Aquawwn imagi nes how our 
modes ofliving might adapt for better or worse to a changed world. Scenes and roles shift rapidly. 
actors sometimes take on more than one role in the same scene, and the whole performance enacts 
the idea that out of scarcity and conservation, people can find a new sort of abundance. 

Of course, Aquatown isn't really about the future as much as it's about the present The performance 
asks its audience to notice how our habits in the present might be changed to conser·/e water (and 
other natural resources) and to live more sustainably in the world. If Hannah Arendt praised drama 
as the politicaI art par excellence because it stages action, Aquatown is a political performance 
because it offers numerous new possibilities for living and asks its audience how we might live 
differently together. Dra\Ving on tradi tions of radical theater in alter-globalization movements, 
Aquatown aims to contest the incessant drone of "There is No Alternative" to how we live ~vith a faith 
that another world is possible. Aquatown stages the possibility. 

When even The Economist features (as it did in its recent special report on water) an article arguing 
that human beings have to change how we use water because "to Cd IT)' on with present practices 
would indeed be to invite disaster;' it is probably time to think about conservation - whether or not 
Hubbert's curve or "peak water" are real. 

Aquotown: A Future Hydrohistory will take place at the U-C lMC on rune 10th, 11 th. and 12th at 8 p.m. 
and on Ju ne 13th at 7 p.m. Tickets are $12 for adults and $6 for youth under 19. There's a $2 discount 
for seniors and for those not arriving by car. Thursday's show has free admission. And if you \'\'ant to 
read a great book about water, check out William Vollman's Impena/! 
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Fiscal Report
 
for
 

Change of State Performa nee Projeers prod ueti 0 n of
 
AquaTown: A Future Hydrohistory 

April is-June 14, 2010 

Item 

Artistic personnel 
Out-of-Town Artist Housing 
Rehearsal 
Performance 

Expense 
$2,739.50 
$925.00 
$712.50 
$623.00 

Notes 

Director, 3 ensemble members, 1 musician 

6 hat IMC, 35.5 h at Channing-Murray Fdn 
4 nights at lMC 

Total $5,000 
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